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Abstract. This paper describes the BuscaOpinioes website, a tool for
searching for opinions over the internet. Our system uses Google search
engine to retrieve reviews from the internet and a lexicon-based sentiment
analysis approach to identify opinions in these reviews. A web interface
is available to visualize the results as well as some statistics.
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Introduction

We present in this paper a tool for searching for opinions over the internet.
Our system, named BuscaOpinioes, is domain independent and it uses natural
language processing and sentiment analysis techniques to extract the opinions
from the internet pages.
With the advent of Big Data, the information processing technologies have
to fit into this scenario of abundant data. The same also happens with sentiment
analysis. With the vast amount of information present in product review websites, many users are demanding information on opinions about products and
services.
The methodology used in our tool is based on two hypotheses:
i a sample from the most important pages with opinions about a specific topic
is likely to have the same positive and negative ratio in relation to all the
others;
ii in a collection of reviews, the opinions may be expressed either explicitly
(e.g.,“This device sucks”) or implicitly (e.g., “This device broke in 2 days!”).
We suggest that we are likely to find the same positive and negative ratio in
both the explicitly and implicitly opinions.
Although we could not verify these hypotheses with simples experiments, we
believe that the reader may empirically observe these hypotheses in the most
well-known opinion review websites.
Assuming these two hypotheses, we want to say that our algorithm will be
representative of the entire universe of opinions even when it only retrieves a
sample of the most important pages and only deals with explicitly opinions.
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Related work

[2] shows the How Good system, which captures opinions in Twitter for bars
and restaurants domain. [4] shows the BestChoice system, a tool for aspectbased sentiment analysis on web texts. [3] presents the OPTIMISM system,
which may detect and classify opinions in the politics domain.
For online systems, we have the SCUP1 web monitoring tool; the Eleitorando2
portal, specific for sentiment in the elections; and the OpSys3 tool for opinion
mining in stocks.
For Portuguese language, we are not aware of any system that is domain
independent or that is able to harvest the whole internet. In this work, we
present BuscaOpinioes, a system built to overcome these problems.
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System Architecture

The architecture of our system comprises five steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Retrieving of pages containing opinions, using Google search engine;
Data pre-processing;
Application of lexicon-based sentiment analysis techniques;
Sentence ranking;
Summarization of the statistics and their exhibition in the website.

In the first step, our system performs a search using the Google Custom
Search Engine. This search is built using the user query and the word “reviews”.
In the Google Custom Search Engine, it is possible to configure which pages
the search engine will retrieve in the search. We built a manually list of some
well-known product review websites for this purpose. This first step retrieves the
first twenty pages using the Google engine.
In the second step, the texts obtained from the retrieved pages are sentence
segmented, tokenized, and part-of-speech tagged. We used some python NLTK
[1] functions for this pre-processing.
The core of our system is in the third step. In this step, we used a manually
built lexicon to identify opinions inside the sentences. Our lexicon-based sentiment analysis method uses the polarity of the words in the lexicon to assign a
polarity to the sentence. We also built a list of negating words that flips the
polarity of the next polar word.
In the fourth step, we rank the best positive and negative sentences based
on the third step score. We also look for the presence of the query in order to
give some extra weight to these opinions. Finally, the fifth step computes some
statistics for the website.
Figure 1 shows the screen dump with the results for the query ”Samsung
Galaxy S4”. Our system is available in the link http://nilc.icmc.usp.br/
BuscaOpinioes
1
2
3

http://www.scup.com
http://www.eleitorando.com.br
https://www.opsys.com.br
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Fig. 1: Screen dump of BuscaOpinioes website
The reader may see two boxes in the interface, a blue one and a red one.
They show the positive and negative sentences respectively. For each sentence
presented in these boxes, the user may also visualize some information about
the page they were originally retrieved from.
The pie chart shows the proportion of positive and negative sentences that
were found. Also, we added a list of frequent words used with the query that the
user provided.
Due to the architecture of our system, the user may search for any domain
and retrive real time information from the whole internet.
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